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Novade – Company

Novade was launched in 2013, after realizing a need for innovative methods to boost productivity in
the construction sector. Due to the industry’s unique nature, digitization has been comparatively
slower to catch on in construction than for other industries, such as manufacturing. We are
deploying digital solutions that can be utilized on-site to save time and paperwork, and to address
this growing need for productive sites.

Novade – Founder

Novade’s Founder and CEO, Denis Branthonne, is a ﬁrm believer in the ‘get it done’ philosophy. An
MIT graduate and former VP of APAC Sales at Autodesk, Denis noticed the increasing need for
digitization in construction. He believes in a hands-on approach to building things and when he’s not
presenting to industry professionals, he can be found on construction sites getting his hands and his
shoes dirty trying to make sure that Novade’s software stays true to the way people work.

Novade – Products

We have launched six unique modules that address speciﬁc project management needs: Quality,
Safety, Maintenance, Logistics, Resources, and Projects. Each module can be used on its own or
in conjunction with others to oﬀer a customizable package that is designed to apply to any type of
project in the industry. Overall, these modules digitize vital paper-based processes, and keep teams
connected digitally in real time, no matter their location. Novade Quality is used to lodge defects in
residential spaces; Novade Safety is utilized on infrastructure projects to ensure high safety standards; and Novade Maintenance is used for day-to-day maintenance operations in airports and
hospitals.

Novade – Competitive avantage

What diﬀerentiates Novade from other solutions, is the integration of the modules and the ability
to operate from diﬀerent devices, including Android and iOS phones and tablets, in tandem with
our desktop application. This means that managers can collect data and organize activities from
their computers in an oﬃce, while oﬃcers can ﬁll out reports in real time on-site with their phones.
Our solutions are tailored to suit a variety of project types, and over the last few years our application has been used on a wide range of sites around the world

Novade – Positionning

At Novade, we help companies in the construction industry digitize processes on sites. Our applications
are easy to use and easy to deploy, and they help the companies to improve their productivity.
We deliver modules to address a variety of aspects, including quality, safety, maintenance, and
more. All of these modules come together and it really helps the teams on site to become more
eﬃcient. We are at the turning point, where technology can fundamentally redeﬁne the way companies operate on-site and manage their supply chain. These are exciting times in the construction
and building industry, and Novade is at the forefront of this innovation.
Our company mission is simple: we leverage technology to increase your productivity. We combine
passion and expertise for new technologies together with a deep understanding of how companies
in the building and construction industry operate.
The only thing we love more than building things well is helping you build well.
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